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The Chess Games Of Paul Morphy
1837. Paul Morphy was born into a wealthy Creole family in the French Quarter of New Orleans and became infamous for his fast and positional chess
game. At twenty-one he was knighted world champion after defeating the great European masters-the English and Germans-in New York at the First
American Chess Congress. In a short-lived blaze of glory, he defeated opponents in an atmosphere that encouraged gambling, drinking and often led to
duels for honour. Soon no one dared play the boy from New Orleans-he even offered Pawn and Move to the world As a young gentleman, Paul embarked
on a Grand Tour of Paris and London with his manager-servant, Fred Edge. Part proud spectacle and part reluctant circus act, Paul performed feats of
memory and blindfold chess, making records that stand today. He even played Emperor Napoleon III (at croquet and chess) and was praised by Queen
Victoria. He returned to New Orleans lionized by high society, but misunderstood.... Morphy was in love with the lights down on Basin Street. Returning
home, he developed an obsession for 'crib-girl' Clara Young, a professional working girl from an area off Basin Street known as 'The Swamp.' Clara
needed money and excitement. Living in a dangerous world of brothels and barrelhouses, is she just playing with Paul for her ticket out? Who is the social
misfit, the chess boy or the trick girl? Who is playing whom? Based on a true story, The Knight of New Orleans shows you all the honest and brutal moves
in a gamble of love and survival. Let the best player win Paul Morphy is today remembered as the pride and sorrow of chess. After conquering the chess
world so young, he became a recluse, a failed lawyer and sanitarium patient, a dark twist on the American Dream. Paul was a strict amateur playing for
honour, Clara a professional working for survival. Was Clara's world too different from Paul's, his background too bourgeois, hers too dangerous? Or will
love triumph even when the pieces are checkmate? The Mississippi and the Vieux Carre are calling.... Let the games begin Author Bio Matt Fullerty has
been playing chess and writing fiction since his schooldays. After a visit to New Orleans and Paul Morphy's tomb in 2005, he was struck by the story of the
only American chess world champion before Bobby Fischer and Morphy's remarkable youth. Matt is currently Lecturer in English at George Washington
University in Washington, DC, and recently taught Creative Writing (fiction) and the University of London, Royal Holloway. Matt is the author of novels
The Murderess and the Hangman and the forthcoming American Con Artist. Originally from Warrington and a graduate of Oxford University and the
University of East Anglia, he has published reviews, articles and interviews for The Daily Mail, The St. Ann's Review, BBC Radio London and the
Discovery Channel's Deadly Women TV series. In 2011 he will attend the Vermont Writer's Studio on an Artist's Grant. Matt is married with a chessboard
and divides his time between Arlington, Virginia and Cambridge, England. Visit him online at www.mattfullerty.com, www.theknightofneworleans.com and
www.parkgatepress.com.
Vast collection of great chess games from 1798 through 1938, with much hard-to-find material. Fully annotated, arranged by opening for easier study. 150
years of master play!
Two great grandmasters combine their talents in a masterly analysis of attack and defense in the middle game: attacking the king, defense, pawn structure,
and much more. Introduction by Harry Golombek.
The Genius of Paul Morphy
Chess Scorebook
And Frère's Problem Tournament
Kurt Richter
20 Legendary Grandmaster Games Narrated, Illustrated, and Analyzed
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The Pride and Sorrow of Chess

The ultimate training for chess players who want to become chess champions. This is the sixth part of this series of exercises from
soviet's chess games that you can use as models. These problems will allow you to experience the conditions of a real chess game.If
you want to win more games, nothing is more useful than improving your ability to calculate combinations. This book contains 115
exercises.
Analysis of the games and positions of the best chess player of the 19th century — his rare blunders, omissions, selected endgames,
and openings.
300 games by the greatest player of all time: 54 against such masters as Anderssen, Harrwitz, Mongredien, Bird, Paulsen, and others;
52 of the best blindfold games; 52 games at odds; and 142 in consultation, informally.
Model I -The Star Fish Model - Double Set/Single Platform Book 2 Volume 1 Game # 2 (D.S./S.P 2.1. G2)
World Champion Chess for Juniors
Model III: The Longitudinal Star Gate 14 Model: An In-Depth Perspective of Sequential Conglomerates Informatics. Edition 1
The Knight of New Orleans, the Pride and the Sorrow of Paul Morphy
Logical Chess
A Chess Biography with 499 Games
This is one of the most interesting, most unusual and most instructive chess books ever written. It is the combined work of seven of the world's strongest
grandmasters: Larry Evans, Paul Keres, Svetozar Gligoric, Vlastimil Hort, Bent Larsen, Tigran Petrosian and Lajos Portisch. What makes this book
especially great and useful is that each of these seven grandmasters had vastly different styles. For example, Bent Larsen used wild, unorthodox attacking
lines, whereas Petrosian, who was capable of attacking when he wanted to, preferred to sniff out his opponent's chances and wait for the opponent to attack
unsoundly and fall upon his own sword.
Grandmaster Joel Benjamin introduces all seventeen World Chess Champions and shows what is important about their style of play and what you can
learn from them. He describes both their historical significance and how they inspired his own development as a player. Benjamin presents the most
instructive games of each champion. Magic names such as Kasparov, Capablanca, Alekhine, Botvinnik, Tal, and Karpov, they’re all there, up to current
World Champion Magnus Carlsen. How do they open the game? How do they develop their pieces? How do they conduct an attack or defend when
necessary? Benjamin explains, in words rather than in chess symbols, what is important for your own improvement. Two Americans are included in this
highly instructive manual, accessible to every post-beginner. Of course the crystal-clear style of Bobby Fischer, the 11th World Champion, guarantees
some very memorable lessons. Additionally, Benjamin has included Paul Morphy. The 19th century chess wizard from New Orleans never held an official
title, but was clearly the best of the world during his short but dazzling career. Studying World Champion Chess for Juniors will prove an extremely
rewarding experience for ambitious youngsters. Trainers and coaches will find it worthwhile to include the book in their curriculum. The author provides
many suggestions for further study.
Developing plans of action based on positional analysis: weak and strong squares, control of open lines, pawn structure, more. 20 problems.
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Blackburne's Chess Games
500 Master Games of Chess
Model I - The Star Fish Model - Single Set/Single Platform Games (S.S./S.P. 1.1 G( 4-6), Book 1 Vol. 1 Games(4-6)
How Not to Play Chess
Chess Results, 1951-1955
Cool Chemistry Theme Chess Game Record Logbook for 100 Games: Journal Sheet Pad to Record Your Moves During Chess Games ( Up to 90 Moves),
100 Matches
A collection of the 60 best games of Bobby Fischer, analyzed by himself. The games are reset by John
Nunn into modern algebraic notation, providing an insight into the methods and thought processes of one
of the greatest chess champions.
Three hundred games by the greatest player of all time: 54 against such masters as Anderssen, Harrwitz,
Mongredien, Bird, Paulsen, and others; 52 of the best blindfold games; 52 games at odds; and 142 in
consultation, informally. Detailed annotations of games by such expert analysts as Sergeant, Steinitz,
Anderssen, and Morphy himself.
Improve your chess by studying the greatest games of all time, from Adolf Anderssen's 'Immortal Game'
to Magnus Carlsen's world championship victories, and featuring a foreword by five-times World Champion
Vishy Anand. This book is written by an all-star team of authors. Wesley So is the reigning Fischer
Random World Champion, the 2017 US Champion and the winner of the 2016 Grand Chess Tour. Michael Adams
has been the top British player for the last quarter of a century and was a finalist in the 2004 FIDE
World Championship. Graham Burgess is the author of thirty books, a former champion of the Danish
region of Funen, and holds the world record for marathon blitz chess playing. John Nunn is a three-time
winner of both the World Solving Championship and the British Chess Federation Book of the Year Award.
John Emms is an experienced chess coach and writer, who finished equal first in the 1997 British
Championship and was chess columnist of the Young Telegraph. The 145 greatest chess games of all time,
selected, analysed, re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and American experts and
illustrated with over 1,100 chess diagrams. Join the authors in studying these games, the cream of two
centuries of international chess, and develop your own chess-playing skills - whatever your current
standard. Instructive points at the end of each game highlight the lessons to be learned. First
published in 1998, a second edition of The Mammoth Book of the World's Greatest Chess Games in 2004
included an additional twelve games. Another new edition in 2010 included a further thirteen games as
well as some significant revisions to the analysis and information regarding other games in earlier
editions of the book, facilitated by the use of a variety of chess software. This 2021 edition, further
updated and expanded, now includes 145 games. The authors have made full use of the new generation of
chess analysis engines that apply neural-network based AI.
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Garry Kasparov's Greatest Chess Games
Analysis of the Game of Chess
Move by Move
Soviet Chess School
Three Hundred Chess Games
A Sketch from the Chess World

A Trip Through Chess History In addition to being a great test of logic and patience, chess is an art that has been practiced for
centuries by some of the world's brightest minds. Indeed, the history of chess was written by artists who, through hard-fought and
relentless battles, shared their incredible genius with the world and made it possible for us to learn from them. Experience Chess
at the Highest Level This book is a collection of 20 legendary chess games, played by some of the greatest geniuses of all time. It
provides the following: * A move-by-move analysis of each game to help you study and understand * Chess diagrams to illustrate
every single move and give you a visual representation of the board at each turn * Background information on each game, so you
can understand the context in which they were played * Player bios to help you familiarize yourself with some of the greatest chess
players in history * Lessons to learn from each game In other words, this book is a trip through chess history that will give you a
look at some of the best games ever played. It will also provide the narration and insight necessary for you to understand each
game, analyze each grandmaster's plan, and follow as beautiful masterpieces are unveiled before you. Learn From the Best With
this book, you will improve your knowledge of chess culture and get acquainted with some of the most famous and entertaining
artists to ever play the game. You will also develop understanding of some rare chess tactics. Finally, you will discover numerous
historical playing styles and can study the ones that fit you best to improve your game. So don't hesitate. If you're a chess fan and
want to take an entertaing trip through chess history, now is the time. Just scroll up and grab your copy now!
A First Book of Morphy aims to illustrate the teachings of three great chessplayers with games played by the first American chess
champion, Paul Morphy. The book presents more than 60 of Morphy's brilliant and instructive games in demonstration of basic
chess principles written by grandmasters Reuben Fine and Cecil Purdy.
Morphy's Games of ChessCourier Corporation
Morphy's Games of Chess
Chess Games of Legends
Seven Games: A Human History
Mr. Blackburne's Games at Chess, Selected, Annotated and Arranged by Himself
(Book 7) Model I - The StarFish Model - Double Set/Single Platform Game # 3, Book 2 Vol. 1 Game # 3, ( D.S./S.P. 2.1. G3 ),
Book VII.
Play Basic Chess Like International Grandmaster Paul Keres
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German master Kurt Richter (1900-1969) made significant contributions to the chess world
as a player, and as an editor and author. Unassuming in real life, Richter was a fearsome
opponent who expressed himself mainly through his over-the-board results, as well as
through his chess journalism and literary output. He was responsible for several
innovative openings, some of which gained renewed status in later years. This overview of
his life and games sheds light on a player who should be better known, with much neverbefore-seen material. Examples of his entertaining writings on chess are included, some
featuring his fictitious student opponent, Dr. Zabel. A wide selection of games
illustrates the surprising combinations and brilliant style of play that earned him the
title "The Executioner of Berlin."
This book describes a Double Set/Single Platform game played on Model I, which is the
Star Fish or StingRay Model. The game is a Double Set game which comprises two chess
sets. Hence, it is considered a Double Set which is played on a single game board with a
single Platform. In my earlier publications, it is unlike the Single Set/Single Platform
games. Whereas, the Double Set/Single Platform game is much more complex and intricate in
nature, since it involves more Equations or Statements that describe the movement of the
chess pieces on the game board.
This comprehensive chronological reference work lists the results of men's chess
competitions all over the world--individual and team matches, from 1951 through
1955--with sources. Entries record location and, when available, the group that sponsored
the event. First and last names of players are included whenever possible and are
standardized for easy reference. Compiled from contemporary sources such as newspapers,
periodicals, tournament records and match books, this work contains 1,620 tournament
crosstables and 144 match scores. It is indexed by events and by players.
A Comprehensive Record with 1,620 Tournament Crosstables and 144 Match Scores, with
Sources
Advance Chess
Learn From the Greatest Players Ever
Chess Games Scorebook for 100 Games: Journal Sheets Pad to Record Your Moves During Chess
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Games (up to 90 Moves), 100 Matches
Advance Chess - Model I - The Double Set/Single Platform Game Book 2 Volume 1 Game # 1, (
D.S./S.P. 2.1. G1 )
My 60 Memorable Games
Siegbert Tarrasch's "Three Hundred Chess Games" is one of the most helpful and instructive chess books ever
published and the German edition is famous worldwide. The original work, Dreihundert Schachpartien, was initially
intended to be a well-annotated record of three hundred of Grandmaster Tarrash's best games, but it quickly
became a favorite textbook for chess teachers. This book is the first English Language edition of a chess classic. It
is published in algebraic notation, the most popular form of notation among modern chess players. Chess players
of all strengths can greatly increase their understanding of the game by playing through these three hundred
games. Grandmaster Siegbert Tarrasch, one of the world's great chess teachers, takes the combinational school of
Paul Morphy and the positional school of Wilhelm Steinitz and forms a powerful and modern system of chess play.
This masterpiece was referred to as "One of the monuments of our game..". by Grandmaster Reuben Fine.
"Unlike other games in which lucre is the end and aim, [chess] recommends itself to the wise by the fact that its
mimic battles are fought for no prize but honor. It is eminently and emphatically the philosopher's game." - Paul
Morphy Chess Score Notebook 100 Games - Log Wins Moves & Strategy Record all your games and track your
progress to be a better player! This chess scorebook is the ideal way to record all your games and improve your
game. You can track your wins, losses, draws, rating, strategy etc. It can be used for informal or tournament play
(great tool to have in your chess bag during tournaments). Product Details: ⚬ Personal details page ⚬ 100 score
sheets for you to record the event, date, round, board, section, opening, player, ranking, time control, pairing no,
overall result and duration of the game. ⚬ Space to record 90 moves per player on each page ⚬ Additional space
for notes (7 pages at the back) ⚬ Paper: White paper ⚬ Size: 6 x 9 inches (a very handy notebook that you can
bring anywhere) The Ideal Gift! This chess scorebook paperback would be perfect for any chess student, chess
coach, beginner, grandmaster or even kid. Great gift for anyone who loves chess. Click the Buy button at the top
of the page and get your copy today.
This book about the best chess player of the 19th century analyzes Paul Morphy's games and positions in depth to
get to the essence of his style. Chapters discuss other players of the period (Adolph Anderssen and Wilhelm
Steinitz), Morphy's rare blunders and omissions, as well as selected endgames and openings. Also included are a
27-page essay on Morphy by Steinitz and a series of letters between Alexander Alekhine and Eugene ZnoskoBorovsky debating Morphy's chess style. With large, clear diagrams, "this book should take its place among firstrank historical chess works." — USA Today Sports Network. 15 halftones.
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The Quest for Perfection
Advance Chess: A Pre-Dawn to the Age of Superlative Bionic Robotic Intelligence Capabilities.
A First Book of Morphy
Paul Morphy
The Art of the Middle Game
New edn
This book describes the Double Set/Single Platform Game, specifically Game # 3, using Model I, the Star Fish or the Sting Ray Model. A
Double Set Game involves two chess sets and a Single Platform Game involves only one chess game board. The objective of this book is to
demonstrate the dexterity and depth that this game board, Model I has to offer to its readers. Whether there are two chess players, three
chess players or even four chess players using Model I, this game board grants access to the play of a maximum of two simultaneous games
at the same instant and at all at once. This book focuses on the Double Set game, Game # 3. In a match involving two chess players, each
chess player would need to control two halves of a chess set.. A match that involves three chess players require that Player I (you) would
need to control two halves of a chess set while the other two chess players. Player II and Player III would need to maintain only one halve of
a chess set. I utilize every effort to promote this entertaining book, interesting and informative to read. In doing so by providing Illustrations,
Drawings, Diagrams and Photos of Game # 3. The use of Equations or Statements throughout this book describe the movement of the chess
pieces on the game board. The Diagrams offer pictorial views of the layout of the game board. The pictorial views show, name and describe
the various sections of Model I. This book also consists of 97 pages totaling approximately 21,677 words. The Library of Congress Control
Number (L.C.C.N.) for this book is: 2020907405.
A group biography of seven enduring and beloved games, and the story of why—and how—we play them. Checkers, backgammon, chess,
and Go. Poker, Scrabble, and bridge. These seven games, ancient and modern, fascinate millions of people worldwide. In Seven Games,
Oliver Roeder charts their origins and historical importance, the delightful arcana of their rules, and the ways their design makes them
pleasurable. Roeder introduces thrilling competitors, such as evangelical minister Marion Tinsley, who across forty years lost only three
games of checkers; Shusai, the Master, the last Go champion of imperial Japan, defending tradition against “modern rationalism”; and an IBM
engineer who created a backgammon program so capable at self-learning that NASA used it on the space shuttle. He delves into the history
and lore of each game: backgammon boards in ancient Egypt, the Indian origins of chess, how certain shells from a particular beach in Japan
make the finest white Go stones. Beyond the cultural and personal stories, Roeder explores why games, seemingly trivial pastimes, speak so
deeply to the human soul. He introduces an early philosopher of games, the aptly named Bernard Suits, and visits an Oxford cosmologist
who has perfected a computer that can effectively play bridge, a game as complicated as human language itself. Throughout, Roeder tells
the compelling story of how humans, pursuing scientific glory and competitive advantage, have invented AI programs better than any human
player, and what that means for the games—and for us. Funny, fascinating, and profound, Seven Games is a story of obsession, psychology,
history, and how play makes us human.
This book is specifically about the Advance chess game which is the Triple Set/Double Platform Game, (T.3.1.G3), Game # 3. This triple set
game involves three unique chess sets. The initial position arrangement of the chess sets at the start of the game is: GROUND-TO-AIR (G-A)
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for the first chess set, GROUND-TO-AIR (G-A) for the second chess set and AIR-TO-GROUND (A-G) for the third set. Thus, the
nomenclature for the initial position set-up Configuration for this type of game is, ( G-A)/(G-A)/(A-G). Chess players may use Model III as the
game board for this triple set game. Optimally, Model III allows the play for a maximum use of four unique chess sets all at once, at the same
time and same instant. A game that involves the use of four chess sets would be a Quadro-Plextics game. However, this book focuses on the
play of the Triple Set Game (Tri-Plextics game), (T.3.1.G3), Game # 3.
The Mammoth Book of the World's Greatest Chess Games .
Model III Validation of the Triple Set Game, Book 3 Vol. 1 Game #3 (T.3.1.G3), (G-A)/(G-A)/(A-G)
How to Open a Chess Game
Ed. with a Biographical Sketch and a Brief History of Blindfold Chess
Paul Keres
The Early Games of Paul Keres Grandmaster of Chess
"Paul Morphy: The Pride and Sorrow of Chess" is the only full-length biography of Paul Morphy, the antebellum chess prodigy who launched
United States participation in international chess and is still generally acknowledged as the greatest American chess player of all time. But
Morphy was more than a player. He was a shy, retiring lawyer who had been taught that such games were no way to make a living. The
strain of his fame and the pull of his domineering family led Morphy to set another precedent: chess madness. Morphy's mental descent after
retiring from chess became a part of his lore, made all the more magnanimous by a spate of twentieth-century examples. "The Pride and
Sorrow of Chess" tells the full known story of the life of Paul Morphy, from his privileged upbrining in New Orleans to his dominance of the
chess world, to the later tragedy of his demise. This new edition of David Lawson's seminal work, still the principal source for all Morphy
biographical presentations, also includes new biographical material about the biographer himself, telling the story of the author, his opus, and
the previously unknown life that brought him to the research.
Garry Kasparov has dominated the chess world for more than twenty years. His dynamism and preparation have set an example that is
followed by most ambitious players. Igor Stohl has selected the best and most instructive games from Kasparov's later years, and annotated
them in great detail. The emphasis is on explaining the thoughts behind Kasparov's decisions, and the principles and concepts embodied by
his moves. Stohl provides a wealth of fresh insights into these landmark games, together with many new analytical points. This makes the
book outstanding study material for all chess enthusiasts. Garry Kasparov was born in 1963, and burst onto the scene in the late 1970s with a
series of astonishing results in Soviet and international events. In 1985 he became the youngest world champion in history by defeating
Anatoly Karpov in an epic struggle. When he announced his retirement from professional chess twenty years later, he was still world number
1. Kasparov is an internationally renowned figure, famous even among the non-chess-playing public.
This book begins with the Double Set (two chess set) / Single Platform (one game board ) game. It involves Model I which is the StarFish or
StingRay Model A maximum of four (4) chess players may engage in a Double Set game. This may involve two chess sets whereby each
chess player controls one of the two halves of a single chess set. In another scenario, the game may also involve two (2) chess players who
may each control half of each of the two chess sets. As in the case that involves a match with three chess set games, Player I (you) would
need to Checkmate your opponents' Kings twice to win the game. The other two chess players, namely Player II and Player III need to
Checkmate Player I ( your chess set ) only once to win the match.
I attempt to make this book fun and interesting to read. In doing so, by
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providing Diagrams, Illustrations, Drawings and Photos about Game # 2, the Double Set / Single Platform game using Model I. This book also
contains Equations or Statements that describe the movement of the chess pieces. This description involves the start of a chess piece's initial
position on the game board to the end of the movement when the chess player moves that particular chess piece.
A Selection of the Best Games Played by the Distinguished Champion in Europe and America
Paul Morphy and the Evolution of Chess Theory
This book entitled, Model I - The Star Fish Model - Single Set/Single Platform Games (S.S./S.P. 1.1 G
(4-6), Book 1 Vol. 1 Games(4-6), is about the Single Set Games played on Model I, the Star Fish or Sting
Ray Model. The Single Set mentioned in the title refers to the use of just one chess set in the game;
this means that a chess player would have to Checkmate his/her opponent's King only once to win the
game. The Single Platform mentioned in the title also refers to the use of just one Platform or one game
board. This game board distinguishes the Star Fish model from other designed game boards. This book also
describes three (3) unique chess games played on Model I. The games are Game # 4, Game # 5 and Game # 6.
Model I, the Star Fish or Sting Ray Model resembles a flat looking almost square fish that swims in the
shallow waters of the Caribbean Islands. This fish floats and swims in a majestic manner with ripples
like motions quivering and waving its flat body as it swims at the ocean floor. The publication of this
book, Model I, is an attempt to get back to the bases of my Chess games. Model I was the original base
of my Advance Chess games. It was from Model I that Model II, the Latitudinal Star Gate 14 Model and
Model III, the Longitudinal Star Gate 14 Model were evolved.
Paul Charles Morphy (1837-84) was an extraordinary and precocious talent: a child prodigy who quickly
rose to become the best player in America, and then the world, before he effectively retired from
serious play at the age of 21. Morphy s prowess created masterpieces of attacking chess so beautiful
that they endure to the present day. In textbooks all over the world, Morphy s name is synonymous with
the romantic era, a time of dazzling sacrifices and spectacular king hunts. In this book Chris Ward
critically examines Morphy s style, strengths and weaknesses- the first time that a contemporary
Grandmaster has so systematically appraised Morphy s games in the context of the modern understanding of
chess. Ward recounts many curiosities (such Blindfold Exhibitions, for which Morphy was famous), and
there is a special chapter devoted to Morphy s most dramatic miniatures. Morphy s contributions to
opening theory (in variations such as the Evans Gambit and the King s Gambit are also covered, and it is
interesting that these swashbuckling gambit variations are currently seeing something of a resurgence.
Chris Ward is one of Britain s leading professional players and trainers. He gained his Grandmaster
title by winning the British Championship in 1996 in Nottingham, and was captain and coach to the
English Women s team in Moscow 1994, Erevan 1996, and Pula 1997."
Reminiscing through the quiet contemplations in the corners of my mind, like the gentle meandering
streams of viscous channel flow, with its ever so fluid twists, turns and churns, along the seemingly
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endless river banks, where the streams erode the land, I cannot help but find my true self, in an
endless barrage of possibilities and problematic probabilities, yet, while enjoying those inspirational
moments in time while contemplating my next move, I cannot help but sigh, at the momentous capacity of
knowing the seemingly endless, in-fathomable depths of my learning capacities. The game in question,
yet, as you may surmise, without doubt, is not the conventional game of classical Chess, but rather, the
beginnings of an exponential conglomerate of the space-age game of 3-Dimensional Chess, where the
contenders are more likely to be closely human resembling programmable Robots or Androids that have
human-like response, action-reaction behavioral inter-phases. It is without doubt, in order to be ahead
of the curve of Advance Chess engagements, purchasing this book and the Board Game Model, which
incidentally sells separately due to logistics problems of distribution, storage, marketing and
advertising, as well as the supplemental Compact Disc (C.D.), does ignite an oasis of pragmatic
knowledge gravitating towards and promoting upwards an individual’s Advance Chess playing Skills. It is
at this juncture, in reference to the connecting issues of Advance 3-D Chess and artificial Robotic
Intelligence, I pose the following questions to you, the Reader, “Are we there yet?” and “How long does
it take?”
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